
NURTURES, BALANCES, REGENERATES BODY, SOUL AND SPIRIT

»FRIEND'S HUG 99+1=100%« 
energized  shirt

 In embrace of healing energies for a harmonious,
joyful everyday 

 
Energized shirt »FRIEND'S HUG 99+1=100%« will nurture you with 
the energy you need, balance all imbalances and take care for optimal feeling 
and overall regeneration. 
It significantly influences our entire state of health, overall energy, 
concentration, efficacy in work and psycho-physical condition.

 WHAT IT IS AND HOW IT WORKS?

 »FRIEND'S HUG 99+1=100%« is energized shirt made of 100% cotton 
with information imprint.  The function of the product is carried out through 
the imprinted information which causes changes in human  energy field and 
influences human psycho-physical structure. The information unlocks the 
universal energy whose inherent intelligence is capable of scrutinizing the 
condition of human body and energy potentials in order to recover the 
necessary energies and regain the balance wherever needed.

MARKETING AND CONTACT:

The Key of Life Association, a /re/source for holistic life 
info@kljuczivljenja.si; www.kljuczivljenja.si ;  00386 (0) 41 236 241



BENEFITS OF THE ENERGIZED  SHIRT
»FRIEND'S HUG 99+1=100%« ?

1. Maintains, strenghtens, and improves regeneration of the human biofield.

2. Improves oxigenation of damaged body cells and tissues and removal of

    waste matter from cells and tissues.

3. Strenghtens and maintains the immune system – stimulates lymph,     

    improves resistance, thus protecting from illness.

4. Regulates and sustains balance in all energy centres and consequently in 

    the system of endocrine glands.

5. Mitigates the effects of stress and helps with deep relaxation.

6. Results in a better memory, more mental alertness, increase productivity.

WHO CAN USE THE ENERGIZED SHIRT?

The product is suitable for all ages.

1. Suitable for healthy people of all ages wishing to contribute to or  

    strenghten their health or for preventive purposes.

2. It is suitable for people who are under greater psycho-physical stress (eg.

    learning, driving, sports ) to support them.

3. Suitable for curative purposes as support for healing and recovering from  

    various physical or psychical health problems and especially for insomnia.

4. Suitable for children to support their psycho-physical developemnt.

5. Suitable for sportsman for gaining better results and regeneration.

USE AND MAINTENANCE
Before first use the energized shirt has to be activated by you in the following 
way: tune into the purpose and the beneficient effects you expect of the shirt. 
You can use affirmations such as: »I'm happy and grateful to have you to support 
me in the way I need and where it's best for me.«

Energised shirt is of quality and easy to maintain. 

You can wash it  on 40 degrees of Celsius and ironed as appropriate for cotton 
products. 

It is available in different sizes and colours for male,  female and children.

AUTHOR: Milan Orliæ, MBEng, innovator, therapeutist  


